Citing a magazine - APA

Magazine: A publication that is issued periodically and contains items such as articles, essays, poems, or pictures

Structure: Last, F. M. (Year, Month Date Published). Article title. Magazine Title, Page(s).

Cover

Article page


AUTOMATICALLY CITE YOUR SOURCES AT WWW.EASYBIB.COM
Citing a published magazine found on a website - APA

Structure: Last, F. M. (Year, Month Date Published). Article title. Magazine Title, Page(s). Retrieved from URL

*Note: If not yet indexed or difficult to find from the homepage, then include the full URL. Otherwise, use the homepage URL.

Website: Google books

Date Accessed: Only include if the source is one that might change.


AUTOMATICALLY CITE YOUR SOURCES AT WWW.EASYBIB.COM
Citing a published magazine found in a database - APA

Structure: Last, F. M. (Year, Month Date Published). Article title. Magazine Title. Retrieved from URL

*Note: Add homepage URL of publisher. If none, use the homepage database URL. If published only online, use unique URL

Database

LexisNexis Academic

Fear of the dragon; China's export prospects

SECTION: FINANCE & ECONOMICS
LENGTH: 1214 words
DATELINE: Hong kong

According to magazine, official title is: China's export prospects: Fear of the dragon

Page numbers: Not available
Oftentimes there are no page identifiers for online sources

Date Accessed: Only include if the source is one that might change.


AUTOMATICALLY CITE YOUR SOURCES AT WWW.EASYBIB.COM
Citing a magazine article published directly or simultaneously online – APA

Structure: Last, F. M., & Last, F. M. (Year, Month Date Published). Article title. Magazine Title. Retrieved from URL

*Note: If not yet indexed or difficult to find from the homepage, then include the full URL. Otherwise, use the homepage URL.

Website / Magazine
The magazine name is the same as the website name

AUTOMATICALLY CITE YOUR SOURCES AT WWW.EASYBIB.COM